Frames

Telescopi-Frame

Continu-u-Frame

Steel lengths

Continuous steel joints

Connect-a-Bracket

Connectors with logs

Bamboo with metal connectors

Connect-a-Plate

Logs with plates

Timber with scrap metal plates

Sheltereach have a range of solutions for just about every housing need

Telescopi-Simple

Telescopi-Compact

Modular construction

Supplying just the connectors and using locally available material reduces the transport volume and cost.

Some systems cost only a few cents per connection to strengthen indigenous houses by up to 30 times the original strength.
A range of frames and cladding systems makes sure there is a solution that utilises the locally available materials.

Alternatively prefabricated systems enable fast compact solutions that can provide a continuum of shelter. Agencies can join the process at any stage knowing it is working towards a long term solution.

Flooring
Options include rammed earth, suspended timber and concrete slab.